Abstract
Introduction
Unsolicited bulk email, also known as spam, has been an increasing problem for the e-mail society. These bulk messages often advertise commercial products, but sometimes contain fraudulent offers and incentives. According to the of Internet mail, spammers can flood the net with thousands or even millions of unwanted messages at negligible cost. The actual cost is distributed among the maintainers and users of the net.
To address the dramatic increase in the volume of spam over the past year and consequently their growing problems created a real interest among many researchers for fighting spam. Many researchers are presently working in the implementation of new filters that prevent spam from reaching their destination either by blocking it at the server level or the client level. Most of the email-users/organizations are searching for solutions to this growing problem. They are also analyse the tools available to determine how best to counter spam in its environment.
The success of machine learning (ML) techniques in text categorization has led researchers to explore learning algorithms in spam filtering. In particular, Bayesian techniques and SVM are effectively used for text categorization, which influences researchers to classify the email. These techniques are based on a special case of TC (text categorization), with the categories being spam and non-spam. SVM is a new learning method and achieve substantial improvements over the currently preferred methods, and behave robustly whilst tackling a variety of different learning tasks [1, 2, 9] .
In this paper a new architecture of spam filtering has been proposed based on SVM Algorithms that will protect email services from infiltration by spam. Most of the recent spam filtering techniques achieved substantial performance but suffers from FP problems. Because many of the present research has been considered the feature space as an off-line content of incoming emails, the non-content features of email has not been considered so far. But it is obvious that the nature of spam content is dynamic. In our paper we have designed a DFS technique which will dynamically collect the features of spam emails and train the classifier periodically. This approach reduces the FP problems substantially as well as increases the overall efficiency of the architecture.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 will describe the overview of ML algorithms and section 3 will describe the proposed architecture and DFS technique. Section 4 gives some experimental result. Finally, the paper ends with concluding remarks and references in section 5 and 6 respectively.
Overview of ML algorithms
This section describes the overview of ML algorithm. The ML algorithm can be viewed as searching for the most appropriate classifier in a search space that contains all the classifiers it can learn. All ML algorithms require the same instance representation. The instances are messages, each message is transformed into a vector (x 1 , . . . , x m ), where x 1 , . . . , x m are the values of the attributes X 1 , . . . ,X m , in the vector space model of information retrieval [3] . In the simplest case, each attribute represents a single token (e.g., "money"), of Boolean variables: [4, 5] . The SRM is to find an optimal hyperplane that can guarantee the lowest true error.
The SVM aims to select the hyperplane that separates the training instances (messages) of the two categories with maximum distance (Figure 1 ). This target hyperplane is found by selecting two parallel hyperplanes that are each tangential to a different category -that is, they include at least one training instance of a different category, whilst providing perfect separation between all the training instances of the two categories. The training instances that lie on, and thus define the two tangential hyperplanes are the support vectors (SVs). The distance between the two tangential hyperplanes is the margin. Once the margin has been maximized, the target hyperplane is in the middle of the margin [1, 5] .
The key concepts of SVMs are the following: there are two classes, y i∈ {-1,1}, and there are N labeled training examples :
where d is the dimensionality of the vector. If the two classes are linearly separable, then one can find an optimal weight vector w* such that ||w*|| 2 is minimum; and
The distance between the two hyperplanes defines a margin and this margin is maximized when the norm of the weight vector ||w*|| is minimum. Vapnik has shown that they may perform this minimization by maximizing the following function with respect to the variables α j : The advantage of the linear representation is that W* can be calculated after training and classification amounts to computing the dot product of this optimum weight vector with the input vector.
For the non-separable case, training errors are allowed and must minimize
, where ξ is a slack variable and allows training examples to exist in the region between the two hyperplanes that go through the support points of the two classes.
Kernel function
The basic idea of a kernel is that it gives the equivalent of mapping a nonlinear separable input space, to a higher dimensional feature space that is linearly separable as shown in the following Figure 2 .
Figure 2. Kernel methods
An important concept behind kernels is how to simplify the classification task of nonlinearly separating data. One way is to find a function φ ( Figure  3 ) that maps the input space x to some feature space F where the problem is linearly separable, thus classifying the data in the new feature space. The problem here is the new feature space can have a very high number of dimensions which can make the computation of the classification task infeasible [1, 9] . The training vectors x are mapped onto a higher (maybe infinite) dimensional space by the function Φ .
Then an SVM finds a linear separating hyperplane with the maximal margin in this higher dimensional space. C > 0 is the penalty parameter of the error term.
called the kernel function. The four types of kernel functions frequently used with SVM [5] : Linear:
Here, γ ,r, and d are kernel parameters.
The obvious dilemma that arises is that, it is difficult to decide on which kernel is best to select for a particular problem. This is a critical situation. However it is easier to make a comparison with the inclusion of many mappings within one framework. So far, kernels are used for getting high dimensional feature space on a trail and error basis. There is no specific technique to detect which kernel is best for a particular problem.
Proposed architecture for spam filtering
In this section, block diagram of our proposed architecture of spam filtering has been presented based on SVM. Graphically this architecture is illustrated in Figure 4 . 
Descriptions of the model.
The architecture of our proposed model is shown in Figure 4 . Firstly, the model will collect individual user emails that are considered as both spam and legitimate. After collecting the emails the initial transformation process will begin. This model includes initial transformation, the user interface, feature extraction & selection, email data classification, and analyser section. The details of this model are described in the following sub-sections.
Initial transformation of incoming email.
The email corpus is initially transformed or indexed using learning algorithms, which is considered as an initial transformation. The initial transformation is often a null step that has the output text as just the input text. General procedures for feature selection are explained in Figure 5 which follows four key steps as shown in the block diagram. The original data set goes to the subset generation process, where each state in the search space specifies a candidate subset for evaluation. After generating the subset, each newly generated subset needs to be evaluated by an evaluation criterion. A stopping criterion determines when the feature selection process should stop [1, 6] .
In our model, tokenization and domain specific feature techniques are used for feature extraction. The behavioral features are also included sometimes for getting better performance, especially for reducing FP problems. In the tokenization step, the text is converted into a set of uniquely-valued tokens. The kernel function plays an important role in this stage for feature extraction. An appropriate kernel selection is also important in this stage. Sometimes kernels are chosen according to the characteristics of the email corpora.
Email data classification.
In this model, support vector machines (SVM) is considered as a classification algorithm. The basic operation of classification is shown in the Figure 6 . The classifier algorithm is trained using training data sets. Based on the information of the training data set the test data will be classified accordingly. The output of the classifier will be sent to the spam or legitimate database based on the identification of the classifier. The spam emails, which are identified by the classifier, will be analysed by the analyser. The analyser will analyse it by two different ways; i) user selection and ii) sender verification. The first type is quite simple but more effective because the user will identify the email whether it is spam or legitimate. The second type is little complicated because the system will analyse based on behavioral feature of the emails such as header information, size, attachment and frequency of the incoming emails. It has been shown that the analyses of spam based on behavioral/noncontent features are also important for detecting spam because the nature of the content of spam is dynamic.
In this technique the spam emails will further investigate whether there is any FP or not. After confirming the identification of the email, the analyser will be sent to the spam database. The analyser will also consider the feature of the emails and send to the feature selection section.
DFS technique.
DFS is an important focus of our paper. This technique is more effective for reducing FP problem as well as getting better accuracy. In this technique, the feature will collect from the analyser after making the final conclusion of spam emails whether it is true positive (TP) or true negative (TN). The email contents send to the input of a classifier and train the classifier in a dynamic fashion
The technique of DFS is to train the classifier periodically for a certain time interval. To train the classifier at time t with messages M t received at time t, contributes more to classifying email received at t-1; and same happens for message received at t+1 compared to t. will be used to build a classification model for user at t+1. However, in the case of changing some feature earlier messages could pose a negative impact on the reliability of the classification model [6, 10] . In that case, our approach is to generate a frequency table (FT) to rank the values of training messages. If the new messages come after time t then the rank of the FT will be increased every time. For example, if a message M t ∈ m tk (k<t) is selected for training time t, we use its rank value computed at time k.
However, there is a drawback of memory consumption for incorporating all the ranking values of feature sets. To overcome this limitation we have used priority FT (PFT). The PFT maintains a threshold rank value and limit the feature set based on the lower range of threshold value from the PFT. Every time the rank value is updating in the PFT which influence the changing of feature dynamically. The algorithm of DFS is shown in the Figure 8 
Experimental result
We are simulating the proposed architecture. We have used our own data sets for these experiments which are collected from our mailboxes both for spam and non-spam email. We have also used public data sets PUA1-2-3 [3] . • Encode the email content.
• Collect all the individual emails and make email data sets (Matlab format) : One for training data sets and another for test data sets
• Train the SVM using training data sets • Classify the test data based on index value • K-fold CV (Cross Validation): we use 5 fold CV.
The Table 1 shows details of experimental result from SVM. It has been shown that sometime we found zero FP (Data1 and Data4 in Table 1 ) which is promising, and the average FP is much lower. It is also shown that the precision is 100% for some data sets and average is 96% which is convincing. Figure 9 shows the comparative results of existing technique [3] with our proposed technique using the public data sets PUA1-2-3. It has been shown that the average precision is [94.82] ~ 95% in our proposed architecture which is better than the existing technique which is ~ 93%.
Algorithm:
Step 1: Step 8: If k < t; go to step 3
Step 9: If σ reached; t← t+1;
Step 10: Stop 
Concluding remarks
In this paper, a new architecture of spam filtering based on SVM has been proposed. In this architecture emphasis has been given on the following basic research challenges.
Firstly, reduction of FP problems, because many machine learning techniques for spam filtering can achieve very high accuracy with some amount of FP tradeoffs which are generally expensive in real world. It is noted that the spam data is dynamic because the spammers are always changing their strategy for sending email. In our proposed architecture, the spam emails are sent to the analyser section to further analyse it. The analyser analyse the content of the emails along with the behavioral feature such as header information, size, incoming frequency and attachment etc. of the spam emails.
Secondly, DFS technique; this technique is an innovative and important part of our proposed architecture. It has been shown that the DFS technique increases the performance and also reduces the FP problems as well. Our experimental result proves the success of our proposed technique.
However, there is some cost in terms of complexity and speed in our proposed technique. We are investigating this and will analyse it in our future work. The main focus of our present research is to achieve better accuracy with reduced FP tradeoffs. 
